DS1223S EMERGENCY CALL PENDANT

The DS1223S pendant features the great range and reliability of 900MHz in a smaller, water-resistant package! A single button design with “press and hold” activation makes the pendant very easy to use, yet still reduces false alarms. A restore button on the back of the pendant allows staff to signal to the computer that they have physically attended and assessed the situation. Weighing less than 1.4 ounces, it is supplied with both a neck cord and belt clip, and can easily be converted by the end user. An optional ACC623 strap allows the pendant to be worn on the wrist or arm. Like all CARECALLER pendants, the new DS1223S features a fully supervised radio link which is monitored by the CARECALLER software. This assures that the pendant is fully functional and ready to respond at any time. In addition, the pendant will report a low battery condition with time enough to replace the battery. The battery is user-replaceable.

WRISTBAND: Order ACC623L for Large/Medium, ACC623S for Medium/Small.

DS1223S Specifications:

- Water resistant to 1 meter
- Reset button for caregivers
- Continuously monitored by system to insure operational readiness
- Use with neck lanyard or belt clip
- Water resistant
- Optional wrist band
- Latching / restoral button for staff
- Neck lanyard, belt clip or wrist band

NOTE: The range of all wireless systems is dependent on the environment in which the equipment is operating. As a rough guide, radio waves pass through wood, glass and plastic with very little loss of strength, pass through concrete, earth and living matter with more loss of strength, and more so by metal.